
Pr otein qual i t y cont r ol
Misfolded proteins are toxic to cells. 
They disrupt normal funct ions and cause 
some age-related human degenerat ive 
diseases, like Alzheimer?s, Parkinson?s, and 
Huntington?s diseases. Cells work 
constant ly to eliminate misfolded proteins, 
but these quality-control mechanisms are 
st ill poorly understood. In this study, 
researchers found a previously unknown 
cellular pathway for clearing misfolded 
proteins from the nucleus, a discovery that 
could lead to new targets for age-related 
disease therapies.

To find the new pathway, the researchers 
integrated several imaging, biochemical, 
and genetic approaches. For the 
experiments, the team restricted misfolded 
proteins in yeast cells to either the nucleus 
or the cytoplasm? the area inside the cell 
but outside the nucleus. The team visually 

followed the fate of the misfolded proteins 
through soft  x-ray tomographic imaging at 
the ALS and super-resolut ion structured 
illuminat ion microscopy (SIM), a visible-
light technique that allows resolut ion 
beyond the diffract ion limit .

A shar ed ?gar bage dump?
Cells can deal with misfolded proteins by 
refolding or eliminat ing them. While the 
cell decides whether to refold or degrade 
proteins, it  sequesters them into 
membraneless inclusions? clusters of 
misfolded proteins, like t iny garbage 
dumps, that occur in both the cytoplasm 
and the nucleus. The researchers found 
that these inclusions migrate toward the 
boundary between the nucleus and a 
vacuole? a membrane-bound organelle 
full of enzymes for degrading proteins. 
Eventually, the nuclear and cytoplasmic 
misfolded protein inclusions line up to 

face each other, with the nuclear envelope 
separat ing them.

The team suspected that the reason for 
this was to send the inclusions to the 
vacuole for degradat ion. However, while 
it?s easy for cytoplasmic inclusions to 
enter the vacuole by autophagy? a process 
cells use to pull things from the cytoplasm 
into the vacuole? in the nucleus, inclusions 
are separated from the vacuole by the 
nuclear envelope.

Fr om dump to degr adat ion
To invest igate the pathways of damaged 
proteins into the vacuole, the team blocked 
the proteasome? the other major protein-
clearance mechanism? and monitored the 
remaining protein clearance act ivity. They 
also created images of cells containing 
these misfolded protein inclusions 
using cryogenic soft  x-ray tomography 

Scient i f ic 
Achievement
Researchers integrated several 
approaches, such as cryogenic 3D 
imaging at the Advanced Light 
Source (ALS), to define a novel 
cellular pathway? involving a shared 
?garbage dump?? for clearing 
misfolded proteins from cells.

Signi f icance 
and Impact
The pathway is a potent ial therapy 
target for age-related diseases like 
Alzheimer?s, Huntington?s, and 
Parkinson?s diseases.

Left : A soft  x-ray tomographic reconstruct ion of a yeast  cell in which misfolded proteins (magenta) 
in the cytoplasm are being engulfed by vacuoles (gray), the cell?s protein degradat ion machinery. The 
cell nucleus is shown in yellow and mitochondria are shown in blue. Right : A super-resolut ion, 
visible-light  microscopy reconstruct ion showing misfolded proteins (green) being ext ruded from the 

nucleus (blue) toward a vacuole through a nuclear-vacuolar junct ion (yellow). (Image credit : Fabián 
Morales-Polanco/Stanford University)
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at ALS Beamline 2.1 (the National 
Center for X-Ray Tomography) and 
super-resolut ion SIM.

The results showed that the cytoplasmic 
inclusions did push into the vacuole, as 
expected. But the route for the nuclear 
inclusions was surprising. The nuclear 
inclusions budded straight from the 
nucleus into the vacuole at the junct ion 
of the two membranes. 

Using a series of genet ic experiments, the 
team showed that a class of proteins used 
to create small vesicles for transport ing 
molecules around cells (ESCRT II/ III and 
Vps4 proteins) facilitated the budding-
into-the-vacuole act ion. These proteins 
are known to cause membranes to bend 
and ?bud,? or form new vesicles, in other 
processes, but have not been studied in the 
context of clearing the nucleus of damaged 
proteins. They may be attract ive therapy 
targets for misfolded protein diseases.

One next step is to invest igate whether 
this same pathway is used in mammalian 
cells to clear human disease-related 
proteins. Another is to define how 
communicat ion between the nucleus 

and cytosol (the cytoplasmic liquid matrix) 
happens along the pathway, and yet 
another is to see how the pathway is 
affected by aging. 
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Close-ups of yeast-cell tomography. Blue arrows indicate sites where misfolded cytoplasmic proteins (magenta) are direct ly interact ing with vacuoles 
(gray). Red arrows indicate sites of nuclear-vacuolar junct ions. Scale bars are 0.5??m.
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